EXPLANATION

Stream sediment sample
Dry tributary; sample not obtainable

Area of altered basalt shown on Plate I of USGS Bulletin 1122-D

Abandoned and overgrown logging road

Rock grab sample (not outcrop)
INFORMATION NEEDED: Draw to scale.
Show the actual shape and dimensions of the subject property, the size and shape of existing structures, the dimensions of proposed use, all other features of development capable of delineation. (See below for suggestions.)

If necessary to give the required detail, a separate drawing on a larger sheet of paper may be attached to this application.

Include to scale yard area, fencing, landscaping, berms for noise control, required parking area with spaces marked and surfacing noted, width and location of points of ingress and egress and driveways, size and location of signs.
Information Needed: Drawn to scale showing the actual shape and dimensions of the subject property, the sizes and shapes of the existing and proposed structures, location of existing or proposed roads, distinguishing vegetation, and outstanding topographical features.

If necessary to give the necessary detail, a separate drawing containing the above information may be attached.
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to the field notes of said survey which have
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LOCATION MAP

STUEMPGES COPPER PROSPECT
"A" CHROME MINE
Secs. 16, 17, 20, 21 T. 29S., R. SW., W.M.
Douglas County, Oregon

EWB 10/4/55
EXPLANATION
Km Myrtle formation
(conglomerate, sandstone, shale)
sp Serpentine
mg Meta-gabbro
dc Dacitic rocks
Note: Map modified from small scale USGS map (Folio 49)

LOCATION & GEOLOGIC MAP
of area NORTH OF MYRTLE CREEK, OREG.

FIGURE 1.
SAMPLE DATA
Bl-13 2.54% Cu

Superficial Cu staining
Bl-13 sloughed
Elev. 1300'

Upper Cut
No Cu staining seen in cut

Upper Cut
"A" Chrome Mine
elev. 1215'

McCormack Sheep Ranch

Drake Estate

Serpentine country rock

Minor amount of Cu staining
Elev. 1010'

Lower Cut

Department of the Interior
U.S. Bureau of Mines

Eng'r: E.W. Buel
Date: Sept. 1955

Sketch map showing principal workings of the Stuepges Copper Prospect
Seeds 16 & 21, T.29S., R.5W., W.
Douglas County, Oregon

Figure 2.